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Castle Coneria ► p.9 

Coneria Town ► p. 10 

Matoya'sCave ►p.13 

", Pravoka ► p. ] 4 iMAP 

Rise & Fall *bhh- 

Honeria Town was once called the Dream City. That 
was before the darkness and the rot began spread¬ 

ing upon the Earth. In those golden days four orbs of 
power controlled the four elements of Wind, Fire, Water 
and Earth, but then the light drained from the orbs and 

tremors, Lukahn the Prophet announced that four 
heroes would appear in time to grapple with this new 
evil. The Light Warriors he named them, and then he 
departed to join the Circle of Sages at Crescent Lake. 

In the Kingdom of Coneria, as in all the free wo 
the evil spread from day to day. Nightmarish creatures | 
now roamed the forests and cities lay in ruins. The | 
Dark Age had come at last, and leading the forces of ft 
shadow was a knight named Garland. It was he who J 
had crippled the four orbs, and it was he, too, that kid- jj 
napped Princess Sara of Coneria. Only the coming of |j 
the Light Warriors could save them. ’" 







living's (guest CHAPTER 1 

(Pf ^xmb% 
Before seeking baffle with Garland your party must fight monsters in 
the outer world, gaining experience and gold. When you reach 
Level 3, it’s time to fight Garland. Equip each Light Warrior with the 
best armor and weapons available. 
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oH;e SCtngo Qjtoeat CHAPTER 1 





+ You’ve Won A Ship!- 

4? The Pravokans Are No Longer In Hiding 

The townsfolk are out in force now that the streets are 
safe. They have a lotto say, too, about the Elf Prince and 
Matoya's Herb, and also about the town of Melmond 
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The four Light Warriors are venturing for 
their swift sailing ship. Across dangerous i 
you’ve guided them to the shores of a 
new land with many dangers and mony i 
teries Here you will venture into dark cc 



Northwest Castle ► p.22 

Castle Of Elf »>p.l9 

Elf land ^p.20 

Marsh Cave ► p.23 

Dwarf Cave ►p.: 
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ahe ^Iccyimj prince CHAPTER 2 
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In the Castle of Elf you will learn about the cruel fate of the Sleeping Prince, 
but you will also hear that an herb can awaken him and that Matoya has 
such an herb. By helping Matoya and the Prince you will earn entrance into 
the locked Treasure Vault. 





@je Sleeping Prince CHAPTER 2 



^arifyfoesi (Castle 
Visiting the ancient home of Astos is your next great task. At Level 4 
or 5 you can reach the Northwest Castle. There a king claims that 
Astos has stolen his crown, but you are not yet strong enough to 
chase into the Marsh Cave after it. Wait until Level 8 or 9. 



(Hite Sleeping Prince i CHAPTER 2 

Here in the gloomy depths of the cave the Light Warriors face their first truly 
epic struggle. The enemies are fierce and strong and it’s not easy to com¬ 
plete it on your first trip. The single most important tip is to take 99 Heal 
Potions! 
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Sleeping prince CHAPTER 2 

The industrious Dwarves are busy in their subterranean home. Here you will 
find much treasure and information. This is also where you meet Nerrick, 
who can help you reach the Western Sea. 





.Slowfte tight Warriors have passed beyond 
She inner lands to the great Western Sea. Here 
'they%lil encounter the first of the four elemen- 

| tat forces and enemies far stronger than any 
' they have met up to now. The once beautiful 
■ town of Melmond is a source of information, 
: 'magic, weapons and a place to recover 

strength. 



Sarda's Cave ► p.33 

► p.29 

Titan's Tunnel ►p. 30 
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cHl|c Hunting tEarth CHAPTER 3 
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Talk of Vampires and Titans is rampant in Melmond, but there is much 
truth in the words. Learn about Sarda, the Sage, and the Vampire who 
lives in the Earth Cave. The Steel Armor for sale here is one of the best 
buys anywhere for your Fighter. Also, be sure to meet Dr. Unne. 
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Once you have won the Ruby from the Vampire (see p.32) you 
should seek out Sarda, the Sage. To get there you must pass 
through the Titan’s Tunnel. The only way to do this is to feed the 
Ruby to the hungry Titan. 



<BIie dotting iEartti CHAPTER 3 

larthGI; ubt 
IWo major tasks await you in the Earth Cave, but the dangers are 
countless. First you must seek out the Vampire and win the Ruby. 
Second, Lich, the Earth Fiend, must be defeated. Sarda can help you 
with this final task. There is also a place to earn great wealth. 



ffJIlilil A ^Vanquish The Vampire 



at;e Hotting €arti? CHAPTER 3 

* «d>, The Earth Fiend Has A Bag Of Tricks 
Lich can use STOP, ZAP, NUKE ai 

HP: 400 
EXP:2200 
ICE2, SLP2 
FAST, LIT2 
HOLD, FIR2 
SLOW SLEP 

ICE, RUB, 
BANE, STUN, 
SLEP BRAK 
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Gurgu Volcano 

► p.39 

Ice Cave ► p.42 

force of evil, one brave band set out in the last remain 
ing airship. Theyflew to the South where thefiend of the 
wind had not yet come, and there they hid their great 
treasure. The airship was buried in the dunes of a 
scorching desert while the Floater that powered the ship 
was taken to a cave of ice. As the men made their way 
back to the North, they wi ' 1 ' 
precious knowledge. 



Harriorfi 3n iflie CHAPTER 4 

Olvcsceui iC;tkc 
The Silversmiths of Crescent Lake are renowned for their fine work. Both 
weapons and armor are available here. Most important are the Sages. 
Lukahn and the Sages have much to tell you about the four fiends afflicting 
the Earth, and Lukahn gives you the canoe. 





Hart-tors jin (The g>ktj CHAPTER 4 

UXQK ^Saltcitto 
you did at the Marsh Cave, use a House before entering the Vol- 

f your party dies inside, you'll be able to come right back. The hot 
lava floors will drain HP with each step. Be prepared with a full load of Heal 
Potion. 

+ Journey Up The Creek 
Refer to these maps and the large 
Chapter 4 Map to plot the correct 

you'll lose time and HP vyhile battling 
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*4* Predicting Enemy Attack — 
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Warriors Jlti <Xhe dktj CHAPTER 4 
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Uarriors 3n CHAPTER 4 
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Since the tall of the great civilization in the North the Desert of Ryukahn has 
kept a secret buried beneath its burning sands. Now, armed with the Float¬ 
er, the Light Warriors can seek out and raise the Airship. Their quest to 
become warriors of the sky is almost complete. 

i? A Rumor In Elfland 
Far to the West in Elfland tales are still told of the 
Floater Stone and the great Airship that can fly faster 
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jRemarfta (if Courage CHAPTER 5 

(Karfrta (Jlslmh% 
This is the home of the Dragons of Cc 

testing and ordeals. That is the way of dragons; they respect bold 
and courageous humans and despise weakness. The Light War¬ 
riors must seek out King Bahamut and learn the task he has set for 



(Easile (Pf (©rfoal 
The Castle Of Ordeal is aptly named-the inhabitants are fierce, the mazes 
are devious and the goal is unclear. Three floors of constant danger and 
battle await those who enter, but you have no choice. Make sure your HP is 
full and that you have 99 Heal Potions. 
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—+ Tips To Save You Time And Gold- 







£>t?nne CHAPTfcK 6 

OP-30 Tiger 
OP-31 Saber loom nger 
O P-43 o P-69 
OP-13 Cerebus OP-39 
OP-43 Great Pede OP-43 

Ogre OP-39 Manticor OP-51 
Op-51 Hydra OP-45 

Ocho Op-45 ■ 
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The Submarine drops you off at the middle floor of fhe sunken Sea 
Shrine. Above are the Mermaids. Below is Kraken, the Fiend of Water. 
Seek out the Mermaids first. They have kept many treasures that will 
help you in fhe battles in the lower part of the Shrine. 



uiqe g>ea faring CHAPTER 6 

FLOOR 2-A 
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(»% s’ea gfrrtne CHAPTER 6 

Behind the cascade of falling mist lies a deep cavern with many winding 
passages. Here you must go to solve the mystery of the U.F.O. seen in Onrac. 
If successful, you will discover both the Robot and the Cube. 
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Mirage Tower ►p.69 
Sky Castle ►p./l 

in ^p.67 
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333 traqc loftier 
l—J Rising from the center of the Great Eastern Desert like a horn of stone, the 

Mirage Tower is your path to the final fiend, Tiamat, who lives somewhere 
above in the floating castle of the Lefeinish. But the Tower itself holds many 
dangers. 





^lui (Ensile 
The first thina vou’ll notice is that the Skv Castle is r The first thing you’ll notice is that the Sky Castle is obviously a product of 
high technology, and not just because it's miles above the Earth. Trans¬ 
porters and robots are everywhere. One of the guardians is high-tech, as 
well—the awesome WarMech. 
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The index to the Final Fantasy Strategy Guide is 
another quick resource for finding the information 
you need. If you know the name of a person, place, 
or thing, just look it up in the alphabetical index list- 

The page number given is for the page that 
reveals the most information 
about your subject of interest, 

. -M- j-m « but V°u may be referred to more 
'WWw& V information on that subject 

elsewhere in the Strategy Guide. 

Red Dragon... 
Red Gargoyle. 
Red Giant. 
Red Hydra .... 

Saber Tooth Tiger... 
Sahag. 
Sand Worm. 

Sea Snake 
Sea Troll ... 
Sentry. 

p.59 Warmech.. 
.p.63 Water . 
.p.45 Werewolf... 

Wyvern.p.59 



>n Shield. 
...p.44 Opal Armor. 
...p.42 Opal Bracelet.. 
...p.14 Opal Gauntlet.... 

PURE... 
RUSE... 
SOFT... 

...p.29 Silver Gauntlet. 

...p.62 Silver Helmet.. 

...p.76 Silver Shield... 

...p.22 Steel Armor ... 
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines 
from years gone by before they are lost forever. 

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible. 
From the original editors and writers, 

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines. 

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible. 
Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them, 

visit us at http://www.retromags.com 

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines 
that are at least 5 years out of print. 

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way. 
So please, if you come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them! 

Thank You and ENJOY! 
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